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ABSTRACT 

The paper describes a systematic approach to satisfy the various - 

and partly conf]icting- data processing requirements occurring in a 

]arge operationa] hospita] database. 

The centra] patient data bank of the Medical System Hannover contains 

at the present time the data of about 124000 patients with a ]arge 

number of medical and administrative data for accounting and 

reporting. This data is stored in several databases under the 

hierarchical database management system IMS and in standard OS-fi]es. 

A number of parametric update and retrieval programs is in operation 

on this data bank and the main design criteria for the data 

structures had to be the support of the efficiency of these routine 

programs in addition to database administrator considerations such as 

storage space economy, security and stabi]ity. 

In the recent years, the need for more f]exib]e tools to describe and 

process this large amount of data has become apparent. Therefore, a 

data description system hand]ing the various views of data has been 

designed and implemented in a first version. 

The choice of the appropriate type of data processing ]anguage for a 

specific task depends on a number of criteria, such as efficiency, 

input/output requirements and the complexity of the database problem. 

Therefore, the fo]]owing hierarchy of user-]anguages had to be 
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deve]oped: 

(i) The conventiona] PL/l-programming using 

the DBMS sub]anguage DL/! 

(2) A procedural database ]anguage 

(3) A descriptive query ]anguage. 

The main features of the ]anguages (2) and (3) are described in the 

paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

i.i System Environment 

An integral part of the Medical System Hannover - an operationa] 

computer-supported hospital information and contro] system for the 

Medica] Schoo] Hannover (MSH) (ii) - is the patient information 

system hand]ing medica] and administrative data of 124000 patients 

with 178000 stays (May 1978). These data are stored in severa] 

hierarchica]]y structured databases using IMS (6) as database 

management system (DBMS) in conjunction with a number of fi]es of 

various organization using OS for data management (13). This 

combination is referred to in the fo]]owing as the data bank. 

Parametric program systems for updating of the data bank, for 

conversationa] enquiries, for various periodica] reports and for 

ana]yses of data are in routine use, a]ong with uti]ities for 

database administration, with particu]ar attention being paid to the 

maintenance of database integrity (ii, 13). 

1.2 Prob]ems and Objectives 

The main layout criteria necessitate that the routine requirements of 

such an app]ication-oriented data bank be concerned with system 

re]iabi]ity and performance. 

However, the ever changing information demands of a dynamic hospita] 

environment require that information processes be modified as new 

needs arise. The appropriate so]ution of the related database 

processing requirements has to cope with the fo]]owing problems: 

- that the creation of new app]ication programs is expensive with 

regard to the qua]ified manpower invo]ved and should be restricted 

to certain program c]asses (see section 3) 

- that there is a need to answer 'ad-hoc' questions 

- that the data involved may be embedded in various subsystems of the 
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MSH using different data management systems 

- that the maintenance of documentation consistency and actuality 

become more difficu]t. 

These considerations ]ed to the fo]]owing objectives: 

- Standardization and forma]ization of the documentation by cen- 

tralized data and program description (see section 2) 

- Standardized interface to present]y used data management systems 

- Integration of distributed data sets 

-Simp]ification of app]ication programming with a path-oriented pro- 

cedura] data manipu]ation ]anguage (see section 3.1) 

- Provision of a descriptive query ]anguage (see section 3.2) 

- Provision of interfaces to data ana]ysis and presentation systems 

- Simple estab]ishment of permanent and temporary data aggregates. 

2. DATA DESCRIPTION CONCEPT 

A prerequisite for the implementation of powerfu] data processing 

too]s such as data manipu]ation languages is a forma] description of 

the data bank. The basic features of the 'Data and Program 

Description System (DAPRO) ~ ha~e already been out]ined (14), 

especia]]y the underlying data mode] consisting of the data e]ement, 

the record and the fi]e/database as structura] ]eve]s in addition to 

re]ations describing structura] objects and their 

inter-re]ationships. 

To hand]e the various views of data as they are seen by the data 

management system, by an app]ication programmer or by a non-EDP 

expert at a termina], the main ideas of the 3-schema-model proposed 

in the literature (i), are used for DAPRO. This approach comprises 

essentia]]y: 

a) The "Interna] Schema" (IS) describing the data as it is stored and 

hand]ed by the data management system, i.e. not on the e]ementary 

machine-dependent storage structure ]eve]. In the MSH, the IS 

consists essentia]]y of severa] hierarchica] structures. 

b) The "Externa] Schema" (ES) describing the data as it is viewed by 

the programmer/user and restricting the access to the 

application-specific subset. 

c) The "Conceptua] Schema" (CS) describing, in a way free of redun- 

dancy and independent of the imp]ementation as we]] as of specific 

app]ications, those aspects of rea] wor]d entities (i.e° patients) 

on which data is stored in the data bank. 
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The data description facility contains the description of: 

- the entities within each schema ]eve] 

- the re]ationships between these entities within each schema ]eve] 

- the mappings between the entities and re]ationships of the differ- 

ent schema ]eve]s. 

It is evident that the data description of the IS depends on the 

data(base) management systems imp]emented. So, the input data 

required to generate an IMS database description, are a subset of the 

IS of the respective database. With the design objective of 

DBMS-independent CS and ES the differences between the various DBMS 

are restricted to the IS, a major step towards the strategica] goa] 

of genera] system app]icabi]ity. 

Several c]asses of ES have been identified: the routine app]ication 

programs are re]ated to ES which are subsets of the IS whereas a 

query system for the database ]ayman is based on his view of the data 

and therefore uses an ES which is c]oser to the CS. 

The ]east conso]idated ]eve] is the CS, representing the "natural" 

view of data, inc]uding semantic information on the substructures and 

the re]ationships between them, constraints to maintain data 

integrity, etc. A number of recent publications are devoted to this 

subject: in (9) the major candidate concepts are eva]uated. But no 

rea]ization of a CS is so far known to us, as has quite recently been 

stated during the IFIP CONGRESS 77 (16). 

At the present time, the fo]]owing objects and relationships are 

described in DAPRO: 

-Interna] Schema 

The IS describes "interna] records", such as IMS-segments or 

fi]e-records and the owner-member re]ationship between records. 

Interna] records are composed of "internal items" 

-Conceptua] Schema 

As data mode] for the CS a sing]e hierarchy of conceptual records 

(entities) was found to be sufficient within the MSH-environment. 

Conceptua] records are composed of "coneeptua] items". Conceptua] 

items are mapped into the IS by the fo]]owing parameters: 
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-- identification of internal record 

-- length and position within the internal record 

-- format 

-- simple mapping condition. 

One conceptual item can be mapped onto several internal items, since 

there is redundancy at the internal level. Also several conceptual 

items can be mapped onto the same internal item, because the meaning 

of some internal items depends on the contents of other items from 

the same internal records. 

- External Schema 

At present no separate ES-descriptions are stored. The IS is taken 

to be the ES for routine programming, whereas the ES for the 

query-system is a subset of the CS. 

3. PROCESSING LANGUAGES 

The choice of the appropriate type of data processing language for a 

specific application depends on a number of criteria. These are among 

others: 

- performance 

- input/output-requirements 

- complexity of the database problem 

Therefore the following hierarchy of languages has been developed: 

LEVI) Conventional PL/I - ca]] DBMS: 

This type of programming (host language with database 

sub]anguage) wi]] remain to be usefu] where: 

- optimum performance is essential and/or 

- specially formated interfaces for input/output are needed. 

An example of this type of problem is the routine 

data-acquisition program. The support of this type of 

programming by the data description system and its possible 

replacement by the integration of genera] carrier systems (i0, 

18) into complex database processing remain under 

investigation. 

LEV2) Procedural Data Processing Language: 

Certain types of processing problems are not suitable for 
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formu]ation in a descriptive ]anguage (5). A procedura] 

database ]anguage was imp]emented for so]ving such prob]ems, 

this a]so serving as an intermediate ]anguage for the 

descriptive query processor (see 3.1). 

LEV3) Descriptive Query Language: 

Within a hospita] environment, many of the database processing 

tasks consist of more or ]ess comp]ex retrieva] requests. For 

such purposes a ]anguage was designed that contains features 

which: 

- can be used without extensive training and 

- can be imp]emented with reasonable effort and efficiency (see 

3.2). 

3.1 The Procedura] Data Processing Language (PDPL) 

An ana]ysis of data processing requests leads to the identification 

of genera] processing functions such as: retrieve data items from 

data bases, compute data item values, perform ]ogica] condition 

testing and perform output operations. The different processing 

functions are p]aced before, between or after physica] data accesses 

and are, in genera], defined and checked out by PL/I-IMS programs. 

The existing high-]eve] database processing ]anguages do not cope 

with a]] of these general prob]ems, for examp]e: 

- They on]y support specia] data item types and not the who]e spec- 

trum of PL/I - dec]ares or more genera] data item types bui]t up by 

sophisticated data transformation routines. 

- They on]y support record accesses by use of specia] data management 

routines, with restrictions even on the manner of retrieving or 

modifying data segments. 

The system DAPRO, mentioned above, defines as records a]1 existing 

data item aggregates, these being records from fi]es, tup]es of 

re]ations, communication areas of subroutines, or segments of 

hierarchica] data structures from databases. Many data processing 

requests invo]ve data spread over different hierarchies or, at the 

very ]east, different records from a sing]e hierarchy. Thus it is 

necessary to perform structure navigation by provision of sequences 

of accesses to data segments. 

In the procedura] ]anguage PDPL the first part of the so-ca]]ed 

access path definition comprises the description of the navigational 

request to a certain record of a particu]ar hierarchy. Data item 

processing is re]ated to a segment access and therefore the second 
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part of an access path definition contains the related data 

processing functions. 

DAPRO provides support for data item processing, e.g. plausibi]ity 

checking, extraction from or insertion into records, or automatic 

conversions between the interna] and externa] formats of data items. 

Simi]ar efforts to imp]ement genera]ized data processing by defining 

high ]evel languages have been published, e.g.: 

A relationa] ]anguage of Frasson (4) supports hierarchica] databases 

with the corresponding data type restrictions on its database 

description. The Lisp Data Manager LIDAM (12) uses a structure base 

to describe data items and hierarchies, the query being trans]ated 

into COBOL-code. The University of Toronto (3) uses forma] 

descriptions of data items and data structures for the TOTAL data 

management system, but has not yet imp]emented a data processing 

language. The Genera] Information System (GIS) (7) of IBM enables 

search definitions to the same extent as DL/I does for IMS databases, 

while Operating System fi]es are included in addition. GIS uses a 

specia] data description faci]ity (Data Definition Tab]es) and its 

]anguage compiler creates modules for the execution of the therewith 

defined tasks. GIS is, however, not suited for the re]ationa] 

interactive query faci]ities required within the MSH. 

The essentia] constructs of the PDPL are as fo]]ows: 

The data processing task is divided into different access paths. 

The data items invo]ved in the task are defined once on]y. Any 

access path is defined by a sequence of statements having the 

format: 

<keyword> (<statement>) 

Eight different keywords can be used to describe the data 

processing tasks required. The format of the statements differs 

according to the keywords used and their intended function. 

The PDPL thus provides a sing]e so]ution to the prob]ems arising when 

data items are 

- entered from an externa] medium, e.g. terminal 

- used for record access contro] (navigation) 

- inserted into records 

- extracted from records 

- computed by use of arithmetic or string operations 

-invo]ved in ]ogica] condition testing 

- transmitted to an externa] medium. 
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The execution system of the PDPL is the General Update and Retrieval 

System (GURS) (17). 

Conditiona] or unconditiona] actions of this execution system can be 

specified in the data processing language by use of commands, which 

comp]ement the PDPL statement types. 

These commands may be c]assified into three groups: 

- modify GURS execution parameters such as modes of output 

- branch to execution points within an access path or to any other 

access path 

- execute service functions such as: Inspect data description con- 

tents, list data definitions, list the access result code, output 

specia] messages. 

The navigation within hierarchical data structures is 

record-oriented. The language al]ows hierarchica] record accesses as 

does DL/I, but it is easier to handle than DL/I. 

GURS has been imp]emented both 

app]ications. 

for batch- and te]eprocessing 

3.2 The Descriptive Query Language 

3.2.1 Language design 

The general form of the language fo]lows the usual pattern: 

SELECT < output list > WHERE <condition>. 

Imp]emented or proposed hierarchica] languages of this type were 

found to be not powerfu] enough. The semantics of the language are 

therefore based on an interpretation of hierarchies as a co]lection 

of relations, where each tup]e contains the key of its hierarchical 

'father' - tup]e. This interpretation is one of the external schemata 

mentioned in section 2. The <condition> is interpreted as a predicate 

calculus expression as in ALPHA or QUEL (15). An ana]ysis of typical 

and frequent retrieval requests showed that the complexity of the 

<condition> shou]d not be restricted provided that the tuple 

variables (in the predicate ca]culus sense) are existential]y 

quantified. The constructs, however, which replace the universa] 

quantifier in other relational ]anguages ('GROUP BY', aggregate 

functions) are both too complicated for the non-specialized user and 

not genera] enough where output analysis is concerned. These 

considerations led to two decisions: 
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i.) Grouping and functions are restricted to the defined structural 

dependencies. 

2.) The result of query execution is not a set or relation but a 

file, because it may contain duplicates. Grouping (counting of 

frequencies, cross-tabulation) or more sophisticated analysis are 

performed in subsequent steps by a general statistical package 

(SPSS (8)). Part of the input specifications (e.g. data 

description) for this package is also generated by the query 

system. In different environments other means of output analysis 

may be appropriate (a report generator e.g. in a business 

environment). 

In most relational languages the structure of the database has to be 

specified in each query (e.g. which field is in which relation, which 

field of one relation is a primary key of other relations). 

In the MSH query language the queries operate on a structured 

external schema. By use of the data description system the following 

structural information is added to the query: 

- Names of data items are unique and predefined in the data de- 

scription system (section 2), which allows the generation of the 

usual RANGE or FROM expressions. 

- Tuple variables and quantifiers do not appear explicitly in the 

query but are generated through a set of defaults. 

- Using the structural dependencies stored in the data description 

system, the corresponding 'join' - constructs are added to the 

query. The user is, however, free to specify additional 

dependencies between the relations or to suppress the inclusion 

of the 'join' - terms. 

The following example illustrates these points. The request: 

"Find the names and admission dates of all patients where the 

diagnoses with the codes 5423 and 4711 are stored for this 

admission". 

is to be executed on the External Schema (ES) : 

PAT: NAME, PATKEY,... 

ADM: ADMDATE, ADMKEY,... 

DIA: DIAG 
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and takes the form: 

SELECT NAME, ADMDATE WHERE DIAG(1) = 5423 /k DIAG(2) = 4711. 

On the corresponding set of relations: 

PAT: NAME, PATKEYs.o. 

ADM: PATKEY, ADMDATE, ADMKEY,... 

DIA: DIAG, ADMKEY 

the equivalent query in the relational language QUEL (14) is: 

RANGE OF X IS PAT | 

RANGE OF Y IS ADM 

RANGE OF Z1 IS DIA 

RANGE OF Z2 IS DIA 

RETRIEVE X.NAME, Y.ADMDATE 

WHERE Zi.DIAG = 5423 

Z2.DIAG = 4711 

A ZI.ADMKEY = Y.ADMKEY I 

A Z2.ADMKEY = Y.ADMKEY 

A Y.PATKEY = X.PATKEY 

RANGE definition 

for the variables 

'join' terms 

The equivalent query in the relational language SEQUEL(2) 

longer. 

is even 

For implementation reasons there are certain restrictions on the use 

of the language: 

- The external structure must consist of a single hierarchy 

- The query does not contain references between different occur- 

rences of this structure. (In the example: Data from different 

patients cannot be compared in the <condition> or combined in one 

output tup]e.) 

3.2.2 Query Processing 

In a relational file handling system there is no restriction on the 

sequence of tup]e-retrieva] ca]Is. Query - translation can be fully 

oriented towards the structure of the query. This is a complicated 

process which is as far as we know still not fully understood (15). 

With a hierarchical data management system the situation is still 
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more complex because here the sequence of DBMS ca]]s has to fo]]ow 

the data structure. 

For this reason the fo]]owing solution was adopted: 

Query-processing is divided into two parts: 

"eva] uation". 

"retrieva]" and 

- Retrieval: A]] field names which appear in the query are co]- 

]ected and with the he]p of the data description system a path 

through the data bank is constructed which retrieves a]] va]ues 

of these fie]ds. This retrieval is carried out using the 

procedura] data processing language PDPL (see 3.1). 

-Eva]uation: The output of the retrieva] process is organized into 

re]ations and kept in core. The query is subsequently executed on 

these in-core re]ations without the need for complicated 

optimization. 

Because of the language restriction mentioned at the end of the 

previous section, retrieva] and eva]uation can be repeated in a cyc]e 

for each occurrence of the hierarchical structure (i.e. for each 

patient in the examp]e). Therefore on]y a moderate amount of core 

storage is needed for the intermediate relations. 

For certain fie]ds inverted fi]es are maintained within the data 

bank, mapping these fie]d va]ues to the top-]eve] key. These 

inversions are used whenever possible. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The concepts of formal data description and creation of powerful 

procedura] as we]] as descriptive data manipu]ation ]anguages based 

on a centra] data dictionary and representing a hierarchy of user 

]anguages has proven both app]icab]e and usefu]. 

A major objective of future work is the conso]idation of the central 

data description system, especia]]y of the conceptua] schema, the 

incorporation of semantic information and more genera] mechanics for 

schema mapping. 
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